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It was not a matter of simply recalling the story of Henry “Box” Brown when I decided
to use stamps on my body. The strange odyssey of absurdity, boundaries and liberation was
so deeply planted in my memory as a resonant point in my early education that his name
surfaced in my mind as immediately as the stamp skin did, and it has never faltered through
my deliberation. At the time I was involved in the physical and psychological trial that is the
durational performance, and the transformation that occurs in making oneself into a new
being. Refracting those concerns through the postage stamp added new weight to my
memory of Box Brown, which until then was dominated by the whimsical notion of riding in a
box to freedom. Of course, wearing stamps for a similar end is no less absurd.
Many, including Box Brown, attempted escapes from slavery at great risk. My own
performances had happened in private and semi-private contexts, such as the photographic
image, the studio, the gallery. The non-art venue became the hard litmus test. Only by sharing
with people and in places with varying cultural presuppositions would I deeply understand
what the stamp skin could mean, and how it changed the meaning of a body. There is chaos
in the overwhelming, independently occurring forces occurring in the street. Henry “Box”
Brown: FOREVER became the chance to conduct a public journey among the layered public
spaces and passersby of Washington D.C. The cacophony of the public opened my newly
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constructed, stamp-covered self to the immediate possibility of failure. This project was borne
in such volatility, down to setting the dates before we knew the weather.
But instead of being seduced by the success/failure binary, the work entered a more
nuanced state, ripe with situations that challenged myself and everyone involved. The group
of viewers that became the audience responded with utter frankness to complex interactions
of psychological stress and communal debate. At times I felt like the monster from Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein in my stamp skin. I became grotesque. I became an artificial being
thrust into an already-complete ecosystem. I became moved by the most basic sensations,
yet deprived of a sense of communal belonging. In a city jaded by an overwhelming number
of political protests, my existence became a protest of an existential and faceted kind. And
other times I received such deep investment that people began to transgress the normative
codes of existing in public space.
The FOREVER project was also an attempt to embody agency. The stamp skin was
intended to be the experimental vehicle. Skin-as-box. Its mutability wherein laid its freedom.
Completing the trip to the post office, regardless of the verdict on whether or not to deliver
me, stood in as a form of legitimate deliverance to my newly transformed state. I waited
patiently in line each time I entered the building. As I neared the end of the third part, a
mail clerk staffing the post office counter, whom I did not address, came to witness the final
shedding of the skin. As I methodically removed the stamps from my body, I overheard her
say, “I would have mailed him, if he came to my counter.”
The scale of the project was my largest and most complex to date. Just as the traveler
returning from a long journey is helpless but to recall in anecdotes, so it is with FOREVER.
Although I was present for all three days of the piece, it is impossible that any one person or
I have a complete experience of the work. It exists outside of me. As such its documentation
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warrants deconstruction, reassembly, and multiplicity, made possible by this book. These
photographs and texts serve to convey a portion of the breadth of issues addressed. It is
my hope that this tome of Henry “Box” Brown: FOREVER will not serve as a headstone for
the performance, but as part of a blueprint for the vessel’s reincarnation, leaving open the
possibility for similar journeys to be made in the future when they may need to be.

WILMER WILSON IV
February 2013
Washington D.C.

HENRY “BOX” BROWN: FOREVER,
A NARRARATIVE
LAURA ROULET
OVER A DOZEN YEARS AGO, curator Thelma Golden announced the “post-black”
age of art. Half a century has passed since the heyday of the Civil Rights Era. The U.S. is now
commemorating the sesquicentennial of the Civil War. So why would a young African-American
artist, born in 1989, create a series of performances about slavery in 2012? Turns out we’re not postslavery after all.
With the performance series Henry “Box” Brown: FOREVER, created for 5x5, a public art festival
held in Washington D.C., Wilmer Wilson IV joins African-American artists Glenn Ligon, Kara Walker,
William Pope.L and others in demonstrating the contemporary relevance of the legacy of slavery.
Inspired by the true tale of 19th century slave Henry “Box” Brown, who escaped from Richmond,
Virginia by mailing himself in a wooden crate to freedom in the North, Wilmer Wilson IV conceived
a series of performances in which he covered his body in increasing gradations of postage stamps,
walked to a nearby post office and asked to be mailed. Commissioned as public art, this work posed
the essential questions: What is freedom? Is it a place? Can it be bought? Is it a skin color?
Though still an undergraduate at the time, Wilson had already staged durational performance
art pieces related to the themes of camouflage, social erasure and colorism. In 2011, at the (e)
merge art fair in Washington D.C., Wilson covered his body with band-aids in peachy “flesh tone”
and camouflage print in one performance, and “I voted” stickers in another. In the performance
From My Paper Bag Colored Heart at Conner Contemporary gallery, the artist evoked the “brown
paper bag test” of skin tone, a standard of lightness or darkness of skin tone within the black
community. Inflating paper bags with his own breath and attaching them to his nude body with
string, Wilson presented a striking figure of an attenuated, vulnerable black male, counter to
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hyper-sexualized stereotypes, that emphasized
the fragility of the human body, itself a “bag”
enclosing air. Henry “Box” Brown: FOREVER further
developed these notions of objectification and
artist agency in defining racial identity.
Long known as Chocolate City for its
black residential majority, Washington D.C. has
become more “vanilla” in recent decades, but
still retains a strong sense of African-American
identity and neighborhoods with distinct socioeconomic characters. As the curator of Wilson’s
performances, I worked with him to determine
optimal locations in terms of diverse spectators
for the interior and street portions of the
performances. The D.C. Commission for the Arts
and Humanities (DCCAH), which initiated and
funded the 5x5 projects, had identified dozens of
potential locations within the city. Beginning with
those, we chose institutions and neighborhoods
associated with the black community and black
history, which were sometimes in contrast with the
surrounding neighborhoods. For the final, most
symbolic performance, we chose the iconic,
monumental core of Washington, which is also the
stereotypical, touristic Washington.
Without telling a story, each performance
had a narrative arc: a beginning where the artist
spent an average of four hours applying the
stamps to cover his entire body, a climax where
he engaged with the public on the street and

requested to be mailed in a post office, and a
conclusion where he returned to an indoor site
and, in an act of liberation, peeled off the layer
of stamps. We chose the University of the District
of Columbia (UDC) as the originating location for
the first performance. UDC is the only community
college in the District with a mainly black,
commuter student body. It is located in Cleveland
Park, an upscale, mainly white neighborhood in
Northwest D.C., which is also home to a cluster of
embassies for countries not particularly known for
freedom, such as China and Singapore. Our initial
foray into the environment convinced us that the
spectators would be a combination of primarily
black, college-aged students like the artist, as
well as white Washingtonians. The location also
provided the opportunity to make a symbolic
world tour past the embassies en route to the local
post office.
Beginning at 9:00 am on April 5, Wilson
planted himself in front of an elevator bank in the
hallway outside the UDC cafeteria and began
applying stamps to his head and face. Planned
to increase in value with each performance, the
initial stamps were 4¢, 5¢ and 10¢ and featured
a Chippendale chair, Toleware teapot and
eagle-topped clock representing the theme
of American decorative arts. Assisted by Joilyn
Jackson in layering his back, and documented by
photographer Bree Gant, and videographer John
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Miller, all fellow Howard University students, Wilson
proceeded to steadily cover his entire body.
By way of signage, we had printed a postcard
identifying the artist, title of the work and a brief
description of the concept, which I handed out to
inquirers. The most common questions were: What
is this? How many stamps does he use? How much
do they cost? During the first hours of slow, steady
traffic, few students or faculty stopped to interact
for long. Mainly women asked questions. The
most clearly disturbed by the sight of the nearly
naked artist displaying himself so publicly were
other black men, some of whom looked away in
embarrassment. Many students instinctively used
technology to interface with the artist, whipping
out their cell phone cameras to take pictures.
At about 1:00 pm, Wilson stood still, signaling
that he was ready to begin the neighborhood
processional. His visually striking, patterned form
evoked associations from spectators ranging from
an alien and a superhero to the Star Wars droid
C-3PO, but for me, it was the sculptor Alberto
Giacometti’s Walking Man, who strode out into
Cleveland Park that day. The weather was a
perfect, temperate spring day with Washington’s
fabled cherry blossoms providing the backdrop for
the first part of Wilson’s walk through the embassy
section of the neighborhood. With a security
detail trailing, we attracted a few curious stares
from mail carriers, who seemed to recognize

the authenticity of the stamps. On Connecticut
Avenue, motorists honked and slowed down,
though many pedestrians coolly pretended
that a stamp-covered man was an everyday
occurrence. Within the post office, Wilson politely
waited in line giving the clerks a chance to assess
the situation. After admonishing the film crew
that photography was not allowed (not true,
we checked), the next available clerk, a black
woman, chuckled at his request to be mailed,
asserting: “I can’t mail you!” After I handed her a
postcard, explaining that she was part of a work
of performance art, she remarked that she should
have worn lipstick that day.
The return to the UDC was remarkably
uneventful. One white woman inquired, “Is this a
protest or is it art?” Once stationed outside the
Firebird Inn again, Wilson calmly peeled off the
stamp skin, and wrapped Gandhi-like in a white
sheet, retreated to the men’s room.
Bolstered by the clockwork precision
and smoothness of the first performance, we
were somewhat nonplused by the very different
street response to the second. Capitalizing on
the DCCAH’s access to the city-owned Lincoln
Theater, located on U Street N.W., we chose
to site the next performance in the historic
center for African-American culture in D.C.,
which is situated close to Howard University, the
prestigious black university, in the heavily black
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Shaw neighborhood. Damaged in the late 1960s
riots, the Lincoln Theater had only recently been
renovated and reopened. It has a storied history
of performances by jazz greats such as Duke
Ellington, Louis Armstrong and Ella Fitzgerald. In
the ornate lobby adorned with gilded moldings,
beneath the gaze of a bust of Abraham Lincoln,
Wilson again began affixing stamps to his body
at 9:00 am. This time graduating to 20¢ stamps,
which were decorated by a portrait of George
Washington.
Though U Street is a bustling entertainment
corridor, the performance took place during
post office hours, with few unknowing passersby entering the lobby, making the first portion
assume the quality of a private ritual. The mostly
invited audience consisted of people following
5x5 through the media, representatives from the
commission, some students and professors from
Howard, and the same crew of curator and
assistants as before. The preponderance of art
insiders lead to longer durations of time spent
watching the performance and no “what is this?”
questions.
The subject inspiring the performance
provided diverse points of intellectual entry for
these spectators. A visitor from Los Angeles struck
up a conversation about dissidence within activist
movements. She was aware that Henry “Box”
Brown had been criticized by Frederick Douglass

for his outspoken broadcasting of his means
of escape, which Douglass thought precluded
more slaves from adopting the same strategy.
She compared this dustup within the abolitionist
movement to criticism directed toward friends
of hers, a lesbian couple, who were in town for
the White House Easter Egg Roll – a longstanding
Washington tradition, “crashed” by gay families
during the Bush administration and officially
invited under the Obama administration. Some
within the LGBT community thought evoking
controversy over frivolous issues such as egg rolls
deflected attention from serious ones such as gay
marriage. Among other interesting comments from
spectators, one noted that April 9th, the date of
the performance, was the anniversary of General
Lee’s surrender at Appomattox in 1865, effectively
ending the Civil War. Though the coincidence
was serendipitous, it seemed to take on greater
significance as the day wore on.
The processional to the post office
immediately became emotionally charged in the
Shaw neighborhood. At first there was a feeling of
spectacle, even pageantry. Four high school boys
joined the group, laughing and taking pictures
of each other with Wilson. When we passed a
bus stop on Georgia Avenue, the mood shifted.
Two black women entered the procession, which
included me, the white curator, my husband, a
Puerto Rican lawyer, who had consulted on the
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legality of performing in federal buildings, my
son, home from college, several members of the
DCCAH, and Wilson’s crew from Howard University.
One of the women giggled and attempted to
pull stamps off the artist. The photographer and
I dissuaded her from touching him, and she
dropped off.
The other woman, who was about 60
years old, was another story. Several in the group
explained that this was an act of public art, and
handed her a postcard. She picked up a few
threads of the explanation and immediately
became hostile. First commenting that Wilson
appeared anorexic, she tried to interpret the
situation and the racially mixed entourage,
deciding that this was some form of exploitation
of the artist. Repeatedly insisting, “Don’t let them
do this to you,” she alternated between expressing
protection for Wilson and anger over what she
interpreted as his subjugation. Noticing that he
was wearing Washington stamps, she fumed,
“George Washington had slaves! Lincoln freed the
slaves!” She mentioned Tuskegee among other
bits of historical memory. She followed the group
into the post office, continuing to berate the
artist for being exploited. Finally, Wilson broke his
silence, removing the stamps covering his mouth
and patiently assuring her that he was fine, and
acting under his own volition. Undeterred, she
continued to shout at the group. Postal workers

became alert to the disturbance. Switching from
impromptu bodyguard to lawyer, my husband
advised leaving the post office, as it appeared
that the workers might call police to the scene.
Beginning the return to the Lincoln Theater, the
woman, becoming physically aggressive, pulled
off her belt. With the potential for violence
apparent, we closed around Wilson in a security
cordon and unsuccessfully attempted to hail a
cab. At this point, she began calling Wilson her
son, and insisted that she would take him home.
As curator, I felt intensely responsible for the safety
of the artist, and also the viability of the artwork,
frantically wondering what Wilmer wanted me to
do. How was he feeling about this unexpected
turn of events, and how would this performance
end? Several members of the group noticed
that we were nearing Howard University, and a
campus security guard was seated in his patrol car
near the street. We rushed to the guard, hurriedly
explaining that this was a Howard student,
performing a work of art, being threatened by
a stranger, who continued to insist that she was
the artist’s mother. Asking Wilson pointblank, “Is
this your momma?” the guard began calling for
backup upon hearing the negative response. As
we quickly detoured onto the Howard campus,
our last sight was of her now yelling at the guard.
Though I was ready to collapse from
the tension myself, Wilson again calmly and
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deliberately peeled away the stamp skin once we
returned to the theater lobby. Upon reflection, we
were very moved by the day’s events. We both
recalled one of William Pope.L’s ‘crawl’ pieces,
street performances dealing with homelessness,
that was also interrupted by an irate spectator,
also deeply disturbed by what he perceived as
abasement of a fellow black man.1 By choosing
to perform on the street instead of in an art
setting of gallery or museum, both Wilson and
Pope.L invite the possibility of physical risk and
confrontation from an unwitting audience. Kara
Walker’s provocative depictions of slavery also
regularly provoke criticism and censorship from
the black community. Both Wilson and Walker
posit the memory of slavery as lived experience,
not something at a historic remove, not even
something past. Like these earlier works, this
performance demonstrated the revelatory power
that the evocation of slavery still holds.
Mirroring the experience of most likely
the majority of escaping slaves, the journey was
aborted. The repercussions were deeply felt.
For this woman on the street, who expressed
her emphatic emotions without the usual polite
public filters, Wilson presented a disturbing
image of abjection. Perhaps for her confused,
free-associating mind Wilson’s embodiment
of slavery was real – evoking her responses of
anger, outrage and protection. For the artist, this

empathetic outpouring was proof of his work’s
power and complexity of expression. If we needed
confirmation of the relevance of this work, we
received it that day. Without even understanding
the performance as a work of art, she grasped
its essential meaning, vividly demonstrating that
Wilson’s inhabitation of the memory of slavery still
resonates deeply within the African-American
spectator’s psyche.
The third performance took place on
April 13th, against the backdrop of official
Washington. Using the Old Post Office Pavilion
in Federal Triangle (just around the corner from
Freedom Plaza), as the starting site, we planned
a procession up Pennsylvania and Constitution
Avenues to the Smithsonian National Postal
Museum, which is housed in the Postal Square
Building (historically the main post office for D.C.,)
in close proximity to Union Station and the U.S.
Capitol. Conveniently, it still contains a working
post office. Against this Beaux Arts, white marble
backdrop, Wilson began applying 45¢ Forever
stamps at 9:00 am. These Forever stamps were
imprinted with the American flag and the head of
the Statue of Liberty.
For the first time, the spectators included
large numbers of tourists. Spring break school
groups from Ohio, who had never heard of
performance art, much less seen anything like
this, gawked and took cell phone photos. The final
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performance completed the audience reach from
local to national, quotidian Washingtonians to
visitors and bureaucratic officialdom. The National
Endowment for the Arts and other federal offices
are also housed in the Old Post Office building.
This performance required more paperwork and
interface with overlapping security offices on my
part. As just one example of the pressing issues
raised, the Smithsonian requested that we not
discard the stamps on the floor or in the trash, as
that might disturb their philatelist museum guests.
Even more than was the case in the previous
performances, the third was set against a series of
gorgeous and iconic environments, raising issues
of the role of image-making and photography in
performance documentation. Documentation of
performance art has come a long way from the
grainy video and happenstance photos of the
1960s and ‘70s. Wilson is intrigued by the notion
that the history of performance is also a history of
photography. Increasingly sophisticated and less
expensive technology has played a major role
in providing more visually compelling, dramatic
and collectible records of performances. At
times the documentation threatens to eclipse the
significance of the performance itself. Several
intrinsic elements of performance art such as
the bodily presence of the artist, the visceral
experience for the spectator, the unpredictability
of live action and the duration of the action,

are impossible to reproduce in documentation.
Another factor is the new reality that now almost
everyone carries a camera. For a young viewer
in particular, the instinctive response when
encountering something novel is to reach for one’s
cell phone camera, to record and share virtually,
rather than to watch or participate actively.
Walter Benjamin’s words on loss of authenticity in
the age of mechanical reproduction repeatedly
come to mind.2
With less possibility of spontaneity, the
street action was still unpredictable, especially
in light of the Shaw neighborhood experience.
As the most public of the three performances,
this walk had the largest entourage following
and photographing the artist. Clusters of frenzied
tourists alternated with white collar Washingtonians
and homeless people. After a brief delay going
through the metal detectors at Postal Square,
Wilson moved through the palatial marble lobby,
down the escalators to the working post office.
Much like the first experience, another black
female clerk declined to mail the artist. “Baby, I
can’t mail you. You’re a body!” Wilson proceeded
through another set of metal detectors to the
majestic lobby of the postal museum where,
surrounded by replicas of stagecoaches and
mail trucks, he shed his Forever stamp skin. One
couldn’t help but notice that the story of Henry
“Box” Brown’s journey was missing from the
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museum’s narrative of the history of mail delivery.
Henry “Box” Brown’s story has inspired a
number of children’s books, a biography, a play
by Tony Kushner, and the mixed media installation

To Disembark by Glenn Ligon. Perhaps not entirely
coincidentally, To Disembark was first created in
Washington D.C. at the Hirshhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden.3 Both Ligon and Wilson were
independently attracted to the most widely-known
image of Brown, which is a lithograph, published
in 1850 to raise funds for a panorama on slavery
that Brown later toured with, promoting the
abolitionist cause.4 “The Resurrection of Henry Box
Brown” depicts the moment of Brown’s uncrating
in Philadelphia when, with obvious Christian
imagery, he rises from his box in the company
of four startled, well-dressed men, one of whom
represents Frederick Douglass. In his rendition,
Ligon focuses on the crate that transported Brown
as a metaphor, while Wilson emphasizes Brown’s
self-agency in achieving his own freedom. Though
Ligon’s installation, with sound-emitting packing
crates and lithographs describing himself as a
runaway slave, takes a very different form than
Wilson’s performance series, there are striking
commonalities as well. In explaining his interest in
the self-censorship or abolitionist editing of slave
narratives, Ligon states:
What are contemporary examples of

that? What do black audiences not want
to hear? (I see the positive/negative
image debate now raging in the black
community as an outgrowth of the mission
of the slave narrative). …I was interested in
the idea of invention and self-invention in
autobiography as it speaks to counteracting
essentialist notions of black identity. The
“one” that I am is composed of narratives
that overlap, run parallel to, and often
contradict one another.5
Ligon also poses the question of whether
the work of black artists enters museums as a
contemporary trace of the former abolitionist use
of the slave narrative, which is/was to “humanize”
blacks, to recognize their “visible difference.” All
still critical issues for the post-black generation
of artists working today. While the 1960s and ‘70s
era of defining an essentialist notion of AfricanAmerican identity was crucial, the following
generations of artists are freed to push harder
against cultural constraints, to interrogate the
complexities of identity, and to put their own
bodies on the line when engaging that history.
Overall another central question posed
by Henry “Box” Brown: FOREVER is: who or what
is Washington? Just being in this most publicly
identified political site in the nation, during the
initial term of Barack Obama’s presidency, made
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the political nature of identity art an ever-present,
underlying theme. Artists and critics beginning with
the Situationists, Joseph Beuys and other Fluxus
artists have viewed performative or participatory
art as inherently political in its social praxis and
site-specificity. Even more so in the nation’s
capitol, where slaves were emancipated in 1862,
a year earlier than the rest of the country, and
where African-American culture is still a vibrant
presence. So many demonstrators from around the
country come to D.C. to make their voices heard
on the national stage, that for residents, political
agitation becomes part of the background noise
of living in the capitol. Few local artists make
agitprop or blatantly political art. For Wilson,
performing in places such as the Lincoln Theater,
which prospered because black performers were
segregated from white theaters, and walking past
Union Station, where blacks traveling from the
North had to switch to segregated trains going to
the South, this tapestry of historic landmarks gave
the work that much more depth and resonance
with its diverse audiences.

1
A transcript of this incident, which was recorded
on video, is included in the catalogue William Pope.L, the
Friendliest Black Artist in America, Mark H.C. Bessire ed.,
(Cambridge: MIT Press 2002) 174-175.
2
Walter Benjamin (1892-1940), a German critic and
philosopher, wrote the essay “Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction” in 1936. His Marxist critique of Modernist art
argues in part that technological reproduction of an artwork,
removing it from the time and place of its creation, causes its
loss of authenticity and genuine “aura.”
3
Glenn Ligon: To Disembark took place at the
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden as a Directions
exhibit from November 11, 1993-February 20, 1994. It was
recreated for Ligon’s retrospective America at the Whitney
Museum of American Art in 2011.
4
The full title of the print is “The resurrection of Henry
Box Brown at Philadelphia, who escaped from Richmond Va.
in a box 3 feet long 2 ½ ft. deep and 2 ft wide.” Two slightly
different versions exist. The original artist is thought to be
Samuel Rouse, and the original publisher was A. Donnelly,
New York 1850. The second version was drawn by Peter
Kramer and published by Thomas Sinclair, Philadelphia, PA.
The Library of Congress owns a copy of the original print.
5
All quotes by Glenn Ligon are from the brochure
printed for the Directions exhibit, Glenn Ligon: to Disembark
(Washington DC: HMSG 1993) unpaginated.
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DOCILITY AND DISAPPEARANCE:
WILMER WILSON’S FANTASTICAL SELF
JESSICA N. BELL
IT HAS OFT BEEN SAID that objects have limitations. In his seminal text, The Shape of Time:
Remarks on the History of Things, art historian George Kubler argues that “history cuts anywhere with
equal ease, and a good story can begin anywhere the teller chooses.”1 Kubler’s project maintained
the limitations of objects concerning biographical narratives, parsing out a methodology to consider
the formal and stylistic relationships between art objects along a continuum of time. If we accept
Kubler’s articulations about art objects as a viable method for writing art’s histories, then we have
reached a bit of an impasse in thinking about art, after prime objects.
We are discovering little by little all over again that what a thing means is not more important
than what it is; that expression and form are equivalent challenges to the historian; and that
to neglect either meaning or being, either essence or existence, deforms our comprehension
of both.2
What happens when the body is the thing, as often indicated in performance? How do we
begin to talk about art after objects? These philosophical questions have no clear solutions. In all
honesty, I don’t know the answers, nor do I propose that performance art is the end of conventional
art historical pontification as we know it. However, these questions continue to guide art history’s
foray into more contemporary articulations of performance in art, and are equally relevant to
Wilson’s 2012 performance Henry “Box” Brown: FOREVER. A simple rehashing of the artist’s actions
and viewer experiences in linear narrative form cannot begin to capture the complexity of Wilson’s
project. In addition, to say that FOREVER is a historical reenactment of Henry “Box” Brown’s journey
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to freedom, is indeed an oversimplification of
Wilson’s performance, and ignores the critical
questioning of power, agency, and the body
reverberated in the piece. What proves to be an
effective methodology for engaging corporeality
and agency in the performance art of Wilmer
Wilson IV, is an analysis of ways in which bodies
have been considered objects aesthetically
and socially. For the purposes of this essay, I
will interrogate the moral slippage between
property and objecthood, and in turn, Wilson’s
performance, which, drawing upon such slippage,
obfuscates distinctions between the body and
the viewer’s experience of objectification. I will
employ instances that illuminate relationships
between objectified bodies and agency. Coming
into play when capturing the potency in Wilson’s
performance, is a discussion of chattel slavery and
theorist Michel Foucault’s conception of docile
bodies.3
The existence of chattel slavery in America,
and the racial demarcation of slave status based
on the supposed inferiority of blacks, rendered
enslaved Africans captive in their own bodies.
Blacks were envisioned fundamentally as “vehicles
for white enjoyment, in all of its sundry and
unspeakable expressions” as “the consequence
of the chattel status of the captive.”4 The paradox
of the human condition in the antebellum days
of America, existed for both blacks and whites.

Slaves were legally disenfranchised from claims to
humanity.
The most extreme form of human alienation
is the reduction of a productive and thinking
human being to the status of property.5
Angela Y. Davis here, is quite useful in
framing alienation as a psychosocial process,
one that requires a separation between
corporeality and existence, between one’s body
and personhood. Thus, this process of human
alienation calls for reading racial status onto the
body to affirm and justify a denial of humanity
to blacks. Slavery presented a paradox, which
illuminated the hypervisibility of the black body,
while simultaneously employing the corporeality
of blackness to assert blacks’ dehumanized status.
Similarly, abolitionist Frederick Douglass who was
in acquaintance with Brown, believed that the
occurrence of slavery represented the moral crisis
of the American consciousness, that the act of
placing a man in bondage fails to deny him his
own humanity. However, in the eyes of the law,
Brown was considered the property of John Barret,
a farmer in Louise County, Virginia. After the sale
of his wife and three children to a plantation in
North Carolina, Brown, estranged from his family,
plots to steal himself, his body, from his master,
and to perform objecthood as freight, awaiting
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shipment to a free state. The journey, from
Richmond, Virginia to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
nearly 244 miles, lasted more than twentyfour hours long. Brown successfully concealed
himself in a shallow wooden box, shipped by
steamboat to Washington, D.C., then rail to The
City of Brotherly Love, arriving shortly thereafter
by package delivery to the Anti-Slavery Society.
Triumphantly arising from the box, jubilantly singing
psalms of praise, Brown would remain a figure of
disappearance and reinvention- Americana, even,
nearly one hundred and sixty years later. Scholar
Daphne Brooks frames Brown’s escape and
subsequent visualization and re-performance of his
own escape6 as an articulation of a “new form of
narrative agency and corporeal representation.”7
In keeping with Brooks, I assert Brown’s escape
act as performative. Reclaiming his body as a
source of agency, despite his oppressed status,
Henry Box Brown engaged in bodily spectacle
as resistance, and in turn, dismantled the fixity of
power affecting his own assertion of personhood.
In 1989, one hundred and forty years after Brown’s
feat, Wilmer Wilson IV was born in Richmond,
Virginia. He too, would attempt to mail himself to
freedom, passing through the District of Columbia,
engaging in acts of resistance and liberation
through concealing his body with postal stamps.
The allure of the narrative of “Box” Brown
in visual culture is one that is integral in charting

the visuality of black performance. After all,
operas, novels, lithographs, and theatrical
performances even, have been dedicated to
framing the spectacular tale of Brown’s quest
for freedom. Many historical considerations of
Brown unpack his story as an act of resistance
to the institution of slavery, a stalwart in the
abolitionist movement of the mid 19th century,
a triumph of the enslaved man’s spirit. Consider
Brown’s disappearing act, as a multi-dimensional
performance of self, wrought with contradiction
and spectacularization. Moreover, his reinvention
through self-transformation serves as a source for
artistic examination and philosophical inquiry for
practitioners like conceptual artist Glenn Ligon,
and later, Wilson. What makes Brown’s tale a
fixture in notions of Americana? It’s unpractical,
incredulous, a series of twists and turns, resulting in
positive outcomes. It is the story of triumph against
adversity, but most particularly it is about selfinvention. This performance of objecthood, would
become the transformative goal in Wilson’s own
project.
The DCCAH’s 5x5 series in Washington,
D.C. presented a compelling exploration of
performance art works as public art. Wilson’s
performance, organized by curator Laura
Roulet, consisted of three seven hour endurance
pieces over the course of three days, at various
institutional spaces around the city. In all three
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occurrences, Wilson covered his entire body
with three grades of stamps, culminating in a
processional to a local post office, where the artist
would request to be mailed elsewhere. Ostensibly
denied by skeptical and unyielding postal workers,
Wilson, rejected, but altered nonetheless by the
ordeal, self-immolates, shedding the skin of stamps
from his newly-revealed body. This process, simple,
straightforward, and slow, is beguilingly mundane.
I traveled to Washington to see Wilson’s final
performance on April 13, 2012. The artist, located
at the center of an enclave in the Old Post Office
Pavilion in the middle of downtown D.C., wears
only a pair of black boxer briefs. A sparse crowd
of mostly students, writers, and his gallery staff
watch patiently, as he peels single stamps of the
American flag and Lady Liberty, and places them
one by one on his arms, then chest, neck, and
head.
Eventually the stamps become so restrictive,
that the he summons support from an assistant
to completely cover his legs, feet, and back.
Wilson says nothing, and hour by hour, the crowd
increases in size. The performance requires great
investment from viewers, who mull about, taking
time to move around the artist’s body, time to
stare at a distance, as his tall, lanky figure morphs
from sculptural to more and more grotesque.
The fantastical evolution of his new skin, nears
completion, the scene of application becomes a

spectacle. Upon complete concealment, Wilson,
now masked and prepared for the journey ahead,
begins a mass exodus to the National Postal
Museum. The chilly spring morning sunlight creates
a bright glow upon his figure, almost appearing as
though he were a Romanesque marble sculpture
moving through time. Lobbyists, government
aides, tourists and passersby alike fix their eyes
upon him, a slender, linear slip of white in a sea of
suits, briefcases and cherry blossoms. Some gawk,
others shout. To many, he is invisible.
The crux of Wilson’s ongoing project, is
seemingly to evade the act of identification,
disavowing the eye’s perceived ability to define,
and thus achieving a sense of agency in selfinvention. In Henry “Box” Brown: FOREVER, the
stamps become the conduit to obscure the
body in the eyes of the viewer. Of course, this
act of covering, of disappearing, sustains the
requirement of self-enforced docility. Theorist
Michel Foucault provides an expansive account
of the dynamics of power and the body, as
pertaining to the creation and institutionalization
of the prison system in Discipline and Punish.
Foucault maintains that “a body is docile that
may be subjected, used, transformed and
improved,” moreover, through disciplines such as
coerced exercise and the monitoring of bodies
not purposed for labor or results but deriving utility
from obedience.8 He writes:

DOCILITY AND DISAPPEARANCE: WILMER WILSON’S FANTASTICAL SELF

The classical age discovered the body
as object and target of power. It is easy
enough to find signs of the attention then
paid to the body – to the body that is
manipulated, shaped, trained, which obeys,
responds, becomes skilful and increases its
forces.9
Foucault maintains that particular methods of
subjection in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries became “formulas of domination” that
were inherently different from slavery.10
Many disciplinary methods had long been
in existence - in monasteries, armies,
workshops…They were different from slavery
because they were not based on a relation
of appropriation of bodies; indeed, the
elegance of the discipline lay in the fact
that it could dispense with this costly and
violent relation by obtaining effects of utility
at least as great.11

Wherein Foucault’s formation of docility, and
delineation of docility in systems of punishment
as separate from the slave-master relation, lies
Wilson’s departure from Henry Box Brown’s own
performance of objecthood. The body, in a
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sense, becomes docile, of Wilson’s own will and
self-inflicted coercion. Wilson’s performative
act of covering his body, and subjecting his
body to the gaze of the viewer, articulates the
artist’s agency in reclaiming his own being by
subverting it himself. Wilson willingly beguiles the
viewer into objectifying his own corporeality,
making them complicit in his own process of selfactualization. Wilson’s body politic is an evocation
and subversion of the power dynamics between
slave and master, prisoner and guard, soldier
and sergeant, art object and viewer. Recalling
Kubler, how are we to interpret the cloudiness
between the artist, his body, and the experience
of the viewer, all working and coalescing into the
art and experience of the performance itself? Is
there a way to read the artist’s body, formally?
Wilson denies us that privilege. Through this vein,
the stakes are loudly articulated in silence. The
dance of covering and gazing between the artist
and viewers unveil undeniable notions of value,
difference, and agency.
In the case of both Brown and Wilson,
the spectacle of the body points towards an
alternative existence, privileging self-determination
through disappearance. Moreover, in both
performative acts of making their bodies docile,
Brown and Wilson approach self-actualization
through coercing their bodies into enduring such
dehumanizing conditions. Arriving at the museum,
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a crowd of nearly a hundred people gather.
His long legs outpace the crowd. He is focused
and composed, disconnected from the brewing
hysteria surrounding him. His destination is the
post office within the museum. Fully engrossed in
stamps, prepared for shipment, Wilson encounters
a middle-aged postal worker in uniform behind the
plexi-glass windows.
“Will you mail me?” He requests.
“I can’t.” The woman replies, smugly.
“Why not?” He faintly exasperates.
“Because you’re a body. We can’t mail a
body.”
The inevitable impossibility of the task,
and its subsequent denial to Wilson was always
expected. He returns to the atrium of the museum,
and sheds his new skin in silence. Nearly twenty
years prior, in Washington, DC, Glenn Ligon’s first
solo exhibition at the Hirshhorn Museum opens
in 1993. To Disembark is the artist’s first foray into
objects with heightened performativity. The
exhibition, a visual re-imagining of the life of Henry
Box Brown, consisted of wooden boxes, etchings,
and sound installations. Throughout the display
of crates approximated to the measurements of
Brown’s own parcel, and recreations of runaway
advertisements, Ligon employs a contemporary
critique of subjectivity and self-definition.

References to Brown, a runaway slave, and the
artist himself collide with clever potency. The
pieces concretize as an almost trans-historical
disappearing act. What happens when objects
assume ontologies, when bodies are implicated in
masked invisibility? Ligon and Wilson’s divergent
projects illuminate something intangible about
the possibilities of invisible bodies, bodies in
subterfuge. Perhaps the performance happens
when objects allude to bodies and bodies attempt
to disembark as objects. In the case of Brown,
to abscond away as property was the only way
to achieve freedom, and in turn, a sense of an
unquestionable self.
Back in the atrium of the National Postal
Museum, upon the close of his own corporeal
extrapolation and fantastical spectacle, Wilson
exits, leaving behind a heap of stamps that had
once been attached to his skin. They are quickly
and carefully picked up and placed in box, as if
they were remains; and it was almost as if we had
not witnessed what had just transpired. Several
minutes later, he reappears clothed. His subdued
demeanor, noticeably affected.
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